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This invention relates to mixtures of substances 
forming a spreadable mass of material particu 
larly suited for-?lling the cavity between inner 
sole and outersole of a'shoe during fabrication 
orrepair. The invention further relates to pre 

' ferred methods for making the mixture and ap 
plying it to» the shoe bottom.‘ 

Characteristics desirable in mixtures for this 
purpose include; ability to be smeared thinly over 
the inverted innersole in the manner of a plastic; 
ability to "?ow” su?icientl-yunder heat and pres-_ 
sure to become molded into full conformity with 
the boundaries of the cavity; ability to set quickly 
and without shrinking; or cracking; ability to 

. form, when set, a'tough, ?exible and somewhat 
resilient layer separating the innersole from the 
outersole and which shall be proof against creep 

‘ ing and bunchingwhenthe shoe is being, Worn; 
‘and freedom from ingredients which can injure 

, either the leather or other materials of the shoe, 
or the foot of the wearer. It isalso desirable that, 
a shoe bottom ?lling material shall .be non 
absorbent and waterproof, also that it'be able 
to “breathe” as does the porous leather soles be 
tween which it is sandwiched in the shoe bottom. 
It is further desirable that the mixture shall be 
inexpensive, which end can best be attained by 
the use of by-products, or reclaimed materials 
as ingredients. ' , . I - ' ‘ 

Former attempts to produce a shoe bottom ?ll 
ing material having the characteristics enumerev 
ated have met with serious‘ obstacles. ‘These 
obstacles have resulted ‘in poor spreading and 
molding quality,_ or slow unsatisfactory setting 
performance of theatteinpted mixtures, or lack 
of V uniformly distributed coherence, adherence 
and porosity of the ?llingin the shoe bottom with 
resultant creeping and bunching of the filling 
material when the ‘shoe is in use. f ‘ i .. ' 

Formerly- proposed use of liquid rubber dis-4 
persion as a?owabl'e binder mixedwith ?ller 
bodies‘ comprising ground cork or equally solid 
particles of other substances has requiredvtim'e 
wasting waits until the liquidin the rubber dis, 
persion evaporates and permits f‘setting” of the 
mixture afterits application to the shoe. Also 
the formerly proposed use of‘ small _ particles havé 
ingv a solid body character comprising the ?ller 
ingredient ‘of f the mixture _ has necessitated . the 
addition of special‘ agents" among the ingredients 

' of themixture to effect, an ‘fopening”j' or porosity 
thereof in order thatair may be admitted to the 
interior of the mass and aid in the evaporation 
of‘. its liquid content, This; f‘open’fycharacter'of 
the mixture is further-Hneededjto help maintain, 
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uniform distribution of‘ the binder throughout 
the mass after themixture has been smeared, 
spread or wiped'intoits ?lling position. in the 
shoe bottom,v and to prevent balling or rolling up 
,of, the material in' the "course of spreading it into 
a thin-‘cavity ?lling layer. \ . 

The present discovery teaches that a satisfac 
tory. self-openingquality. may be imparted to a 
spreadable mixture oflthe character-concerned. 
by the use of ?ller bodies or particles'composed 
of ragged membranous‘scrapsor fragments-of 
tough, flexible and preferably resilient substances 
having the distinctive physical property of- pos 
sessing a . minutely intersticed, creviced or 
pouchedstructurewh While ground-up particles 
of natural sponge or arti?cial cellulose sponge 
might serve, some oflthenpurposes of the ragged 
membranous, scraps referred to, particularly good 
success has resulted from the use as filler bodies 
of tiny particles of vulcanized rubber intersticed 
or minutely. creviced or pouched because. made 
up of an attenuated network of thin, tough, elas 
tic, conjoined, curved, membranous walls prefer-_ 
ably having their free edges lacineated and shaped 
to Present minute retentive or hook-like protu 
berancesl‘ ‘In particles'ofsuch structural nature 
the projecting of affr'agmentary portion of one 
wall‘ away from the surface of aconjoined wall 
in itself, forms a retentive protuberance even 
where the wall edges themselves are smooth. ' 
Curling of ‘the free marginal edge portions of 
the walls also forms retentive elements.v If the 
membranous walls of such a particle are perfo-, 
rate, this alsowill add to the mass opening effec 
tiveness ofthe improved type of ?ller 'body. The 
present discovery ‘furtherteaches that ‘?ller bod 
ies having thephyslcal properties mentioned may 
be produced, by disrupting, distorting, and irregu 
larly tearing apart vulcanized lcellular rubber 
stock‘or article's made therefrom, and hence such 
by-productsu'o'r- scrap?pieces of sponge rubber 
may form a'source-r of supply of ' this desirable 
kind of filler particles; Thus when ordinary 
sponge rubber’ui's’ground up into ?ne ‘particles, 
the cell-surrounding‘membranous walls of the 
sponge'rubber. structure tear irregularly and curl 
over andfs’oineof them may also become perforate; 
With ‘?ller bodies of ‘the kinda'bove indicated, ' 

various'bihders- may be used‘. Particular success 
has attended the mixing with such ?ller bodies‘ 
of granules of a" 'wax'y'veget'able substance sof 
tened and made adherent by wetting the gran 
ules with ‘a mineral oil. ‘Specifically the waxy 
substance may be aresin, or rosin, while the oil 
may be para'?in oil.’ ‘ Variations from these ‘in 
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dicated ingredients are mentioned hereinafter. 
Further particulars as to the qualities and reac 
tions? of such a mixture and as to the ways of 
compounding it and applying it as a ?lling to a 
shoe bottom cavity are also hereinafter given 
with particular reference to the accompanying 
sheet of drawings wherein: ., . . 

Fig. 1 shows an inverted partially assembled 
shoe with a ?lling material embodying these im-' 
provements being applied to the bottom thereof. 

Fig. 2 shows a microscopically enlarged frag 
mentary view of a single particle of the improved 
?ller body. . , 

Figs. 3 to 8, inclusive, are fragmentary views 
drawn on a still further enlarged scale taken in 
section respectively on the planes 3—3,74—4, 5-5, 
6—B, l'--‘I, and 8—8, in Fig.‘ 2, looking in the 
direction of the arrows. - 

Figs. 9 and 10 'are correspondingly enlarged 
fragmentary views taken in section respectively 
on the‘ planes 9-9 and Ill-l0 in Fig. 3. 

. Fig. 11 is an enlarged‘fragme'ntary view taken 
in section on the plane H-H in Fig. 2 looking 
in the direction of the arrows and indicates the 
corresponding interlocking‘ parts of a neighbor-. 
ing filler particle. _ 
“Fig. 12 shows on the same scale as does Fig. 2 
a fragmentary portion of a single ?ller particle 
carrying retained thereagainst granules of a 
binder substance} ' ' - 

The physical characteristics of the improved 
?ller particle structure are ‘evident from the 
microscopically enlargedviews thereof shown in 
Figs.,2 to 10 inclusive. [In the case of particles of 
ground up or shredded vulcanized cellular rubber 
stock whose membranous walls have been torn 
apart in ‘the grinding process, the tearing action 
leaves certain of. the flexible and elastic mem 
branous walls 9 with serrated or rough edges of 
hook-like shape forming retentive protuberances 
ID. The curved nature of the marginal portions 
of the walls also gives rise to further protuber 
ances i I some of which may also be of hook-like 
nature. . Also resulting from the irregular tear 
ing'apart of the curved membranous walls en 
compassing the interior cells of the original vul 
canized sponge rubber stock are apertures [2 
which may be bordered by wall edges shaped to 
form retentive protuberance I3. It will be ob_ 
served that the projection of a fragmentary por 
tion M of one wall away fromthe surface l5 of 
a conjoined wall also forms in effect a retentive 
protuberance. - 7 

While operations of ‘a nature which tear apart 
the sponge rubber, commonly referred to in the 
art as “grinding,’_’ have been found effectively to 
produce particles having these characteristics, 
some such characteristics will, result from opera 
tions of a nature which cut theisponge rubber into 
small particles. In either of‘ these methods of 
dividing the original sponge rubber into particles 
having the novel characteristics described, it has‘ 
been found to be of advantage that the resulting 
particles shall vary in size, in order that a cer 
tain proportion of the finest particles or crumbs 
shall be small enough to enter and occupy voids 
which would be leftzby the larger particles alone 
and thus prevent uneven‘ distribution of such 
voids. . " - - , _ 

The various; forms of-retentive protuberances 
perform several functions of importance to the 
desirable performance of the improved ?lling 
mixture. First they'effect a yieldable mechanical 
interlocking with crevices and/ or pouches formed 
by similar protuberances, as H’ in Fig. 11, on 
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neighboring like ?ller particles. They add to the 
plastic nature of the physical mixture by virtue of 
their relative weakness and ability to yield and 
distort in a manner to ?t into available spaces 
when the mixture is compacted or squeezed to 
gether in the act of smearing it against the shoe 
bottom. Because of their resilient nature, these 
tiny protuberances further tend to spring back 
somewhat after being pressed or matted together 
or otherwise distorted and thus automatically 
promote an opening action throughout the mass 
of ?lling mixture which gives better access for air 
to enter and aid in the rapid and uniform setting 
'of the binder; They furnish mechanical holding 
means for relatively much smaller solid granules 
l6 of a resinous binder substance or rosin. 
The mechanical interlocking of the retentive 

protuberances on neighboring contacting tiny 
?ller particles and the retention of the still 
smaller grains or granules l6 of oil-softened rosin 
or other binder material well distributed over the‘ 
irregular surfaces of the filler particles as shown 
in Fig. 12, is aidedby the presence of irregular 
apertures l2 in the membranous Walls. Some of 
the protuberances Ill 0r ll and some of the _ 
granules Hi of the binder substance are certain 
to enter and become separably lodged in these 
apertures. Thus a plurality of the binder solids 
are lodged shiftably against and separably re 
tained by the disrupted creviced and pouched 
cellular walls of a single ?ller fragment in scat 
tered and spaced relation. 

' With this understanding of the valuable prop 
erties of the distinctive intersticed creviced and 
pouched structural make-upof each tiny ?ller 
particle, whose over-all dimension may be 115' inch‘ 
or less and still contain all of the minute inter 
sticed and lacineated detail illustrated in Fig. 2, 
it will be appreciated that a radically different 
performance and reactance may be expected of 
a mixture containing ?ller body particles of this 
nature than is the performance and reactance of 
a mixture in which only solid particles of ground 
rubber, ground cork, or, other equally solid sub 
stances are used. , , 

In preferred practice, and subject to variations 
as desired, 100 pounds of vulcanized sponge rub 
Iber scrap in the formof dry particles, sifted to' 
eliminate particles which will not passvthrough 
a 3%" screen, are dumped into a mixer, together 
with 100 pounds of pulverized rosin and 5%; 
quarts of a thin paraffin oil. The whole istumbled' 
or‘ otherwise thorougly mixed together causing 
the rosin to be thoroughly wetted by the oil and 
causing the oil to coat all surfaces of the rubber 
?ller particles. The intersticed creviced and 
pouched nature of the ?ller particles presents in 
a given cubical dimension of space much more 
‘surface area receptive to coating by the oil, and 
receptive toa distribution thereover of the gran 
ules of rosin, than would be possible to solid ?ller 
particles of any substance. This therefore makes 
for more intimate, uniform and thorough distri 
bution of the oil softened rosin granules in rela 
tion to the filler bodies and produces more ready 
response of the whole binder content to the appli 
cation of heat when the'mixture I1 is troweled 
into the shoe bottom cavity by means of the 
heated metallic blade of a hand tool l8,,or by 
a hot presser roller or other heated pressing. - 
means. With or without heating, the oil pro 
motes adherence of the binder granules, to the 
walls of the. sponge rubber ?ller fragments. 
Sufficient ‘resinous binder is used to bond the 
sponge rubber particles at their points of con 
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tact preferably without ?lling up or badly clog-. 
ging the desirable interstices throughout the 
mixtune thereby to preserve the open and work 
able consistency of the mass. Sufficient oil is 
used to coat the sponge rubber particles and wet 

- the resinous binder. 

In place of smearing a bulk mass of our‘im 
proved ?ller mixture against the bottom surface 
of the inner sole of the inverted shoe, a preshaped 
sole-like blank may be cut or stamped out of a 
sheet of stock of suitable thickness composed of 
our improved mixture of materials,‘ such blank 
?tting nicely the cavity in the shoe bottom which 
is to be ?lled. Such stock may be prepared for 
sale in suitable ?at or rolled sheetform by warm 
ing a mass of the mixture which has hereinbefore' 
been described until the waxy granules melt and 
spread evenly and throughout between the rubber 
?ller particles. In this condition the plastic 
like mass is rolled or pressed into sheet form‘ and 
allowed to cool and set whereupon the resolidi? 
cation of the waxy ?ller substance enables the 
mixture ?exibly to retain a sheet form of prede 
termined thickness which thereupon may be sold 
either ?at or‘ in rolls for the intended purpose 
of stamping out from it the sole-shaped blanks 
for use as shoe ?llers. This then requires only 
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pressure and heat but no troweling or like hand; ' 
tool operation to apply to the shoe. -. 
Limited departure from the substances which 

have herein been proposed for binder may be 
resorted to without losing all of the advantages 
which arise from the nature of the ?ller particles 
concerned. Waxy binders to serve the purpose of 
granules of rosin may be selected from a group of 
mineral substances and softening or lubricative 
oils may be chosen from a ground vegetable 
liquids. Castor oil may serve a softening or lul 
bricative purpose. Both the sticky or solidi?able 
substance and the softening or lubricative sub 
stance may be such as will assume a liquid form 
at ordinary room temperatures. Shellac used as 
a liquid substitute for solid rosin will be found 
to have valuable properties. Where both binder 
substances are liquid 'no preheating to make the 
mixture spreadable or workable will be required. 
With the foregoing speci?cations as guide‘ to 

aid in~availing of the present improvements in 
shoe ?ller mixtures, it will be understood vthat 
many of the advantages thereof may be obtained‘ 
by the use of well known substitutes and equiva 
lents for substances actually named, wherefore 
the appended claims will be understood to cover 
and apply to all such substitutes and equivalents 
as fairly come within their terms. . 

It will be understood that there are many uses" 
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for our improved composition other than that of ‘ 
?lling shoe bottoms. Among these there may be 
mentioned the calking of seams and crevices in 
marine and building structures to make weather 
proof and the ?lling of various cavities in assem 
bled articles whose use involves the flexing or 
stretching of the walls thereof. 
We claim: - 

60 

1. A shoe ?ller comprising particles of shredded 
sponge rubber mixed with sufficient. resinous 
binderv yieldably to-bond the sponge rubber par 
ticles at only their points of contact, and an oil 
in quantity su?‘icient to coat the sponge rubber 
particles and wet the resinous binder. 

2. A shoe bottom ?ller mixture including, ?exi 
ble elastic ?ller fragments composed of disrupted 
membranous walls of cellular vulcanized rubber, 
minute binder solids comprising granules of res 
inous binder so tiny that a plurality of said 
granules are shiftably lodged against and sep 
arably retained by‘ said disrupted cellular‘ walls 
of a single ?ller fragment in scattered relation 
over the surface of said walls, and a su?icient 
quantity of an oil to coat the exposed surfaces 
of said rubber ?ller fragments and to wet said 
granules of resinous binder for causing the latter 
to soften and become more sticky thereby to‘ 
promote adherence of said granules to said rub 
ber Walls in their said scattered relation. 

3. A shoe bottom ?ller mixture including, rag 
gedly contoured ?exible elastic ?ller fragments‘ 
composed of conjoin‘ed disrupted membranous 
walls. of cellular vulcanized rubber, minute Sticky. 
binder solids comprising granules of resin so tiny 
that a plurality of said granules are shiftably 
lodged against and separably retained by the con 
tours of said disrupted cellular walls of a single 
?ller fragment in scattered relation over thesur 
face of said walls, and a suf?cient quantity of an 
oil to coat all exposed surfaces of said rubber 
?ller fragments and to wet said granules of resin . 
for causing the latter to soften and become more 
sticky thereby to promote adherence of said 
granules to said rubber walls in their said scat 
tered relation. 

4. A shoe bottom ?ller mixture including, rag 
gedly contoured ?exible elastic ?ller fragments 
sufficiently small to pass through screening aper 
tures of the order of three thirty-seconds of an 
inch in breadth composed of conjoined disrupted 
membranous walls of cellular vulcanized rubber, 
minute sticky binder solids comprising granules 
of resin so tiny that a plurality of said granules ' 
are shiftably'lodged against and separably re 
tained by the contours of said disrupted cellular 
walls of a single ?ller fragment in scattered rela- ' 
tion over the surface of said walls, and a su?icient 
quantity of an oil to coat all exposed surfaces of ' 
said rubber ?ller fragments and to wet said 
.granules of resin for causing the latter to soften 
and become more sticky thereby to promote ad 
herence of said granules to said rubber walls in 
their said scattered relation. ' ' ‘ 

5. A shoe bottom ?ller mixture including in an 
exemplary batch approximately one hundred 
pounds of free minutely‘ intersticed ?ller parti; 
cles composed of ?nely fragmented cellular rub 
ber stock, approximately one hundred‘ pounds of 
pulverized rosin, and approximately ?ve and one 

- half quarts of thin paraffin oil. 
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